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The notion of the space of parallelism was introduced and a special case of
parallelism on the set of non-negative integers was investigated in [4] and [5].
A proximity space (see e.g. [6]) is also another special case of a space of parallelism.
The aim of this note is to study spaces of parallelism from the categorical point of
view and to give characterisation of some basic categorical notions for this case.
The definitions of basic notions of the theory of categories are taken from [3].
Moreover, following [1] and [2], if fg are morphisms in a category, we put/f g
iff from fou=fovit
follows g o u = g o v. Dual notion to f will be denoted by \.
Particularly, if/: X -* Y then / i s a monomorphism iff/f lx (/is an epimorphism
iff/I lr).
A morphism/is called a strict monomorphism iff/is a monomorphism and if
every morphism g for which/lg factors through/, i.e. there exists a morphism h
such that g as / o h. An object in a category will be called strictly infective iff it
satisfies the usual injectivity condition wiht respect to strict monomorphism. Dual
notion to strict monomorphism is that of a strict epimorphism. It is easy to show
that a morphism/in a category is an isomorphism iff it is both an epimorphism and
a strict monomorphism.
A morphism/is called an essential monomorphism iff/is a strict monomorphism,
and if any morphism g such that g of is a strict monomorphism is itself a strict
monomorphism.
1. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
14. Let R be an arbitrary set, 0 be a binary relation in the system 2*. The pair
(R, Q) is then called a space of parallelism or brteiy a space. W <? — 2* x2* thm
(R,e) is called a total space of parallelism, if Q = 0 then (R9 Q) is called a discrete
space of parallelism.

Let (R9 Q), (P9 n) be spaces of parallelism, / be a mapping of the set R into the
set P such that for any X9 Y g JR, XQY it holds f(X) nf(Y). The triple (/, Q9 n) is
called a homomorphism of the space (R9 Q) into the space (P9 n). We write/: (R9 Q) ~*
~* (P, 7t) and usually speak briefly about a homomorphism f
Let / : (R9 Q) ~» (P9 n) be a one-to-one mapping such that for Jf, Y g -R,
f(X)nf(Y) it holds JT^r. Then/is called an embedding of (/?, #) into (P,rc).If an
embedding is an onto mapping it is called an isomorphism.
1.2. Let (R9 Q)9 (P9 n) be spaces of parallelism, let R g P and Q be the restriction
of n on 2*, i.e. J^r iff XnY for I J e J ? , Then (P, TT) is called an extension of the
space (JR, Q). If Rcz P then the extension is called a proper extension. The mapping
j : R-+P defined by y(r) = r for all r e R is obviously an embedding which is called
the natural embedding.
1.3. Let (R9 Q) be a space, ^ be a partition of JR and <p be the canonical mapping
of R onto M. For ar, ^ g ^ we put a ^ iff there exist X9Y& R such that XQY
and <5o(Jf) -= SC9 <p(Y) = <8f. Then (019 Q) is a space of parallelism which will be called
a quotient space of the space (R9 Q). The mapping <p is a homomorphism called the
canonical homomorphism of (J?, Q) on (#, g). Obviously, Q is the smallest relation
in 2m such that ^ is a homomorphism.
1.4. Let (R9 Q) be a space. An element w € J? is called a universal element of (J?, #)
if for every X9Y^R such that w 6 X it holds both XQY and rgJT.
Let us define a space (RV9 QV) in the following way: if there is a universal element
of (R9 Q) we put Rv ta R and QV * Q. If there is no universal element of (_R, Q) we put
RV « R u {w} where w # -R and for X, r g JR^ such that X9 Y g R we put <Jfet;]K
iff Jl^r, otherwise we put XQVY and r^^JT. Obviously, (/?#, QV) is an extension of
(R9 Q) which has a universal element.
1.5. Let J # 0 and for every iel let (Ri9 QJ) be a space. Let R -=f|.Rf (ie J)
denote the cartesian product andpt the projection of RonRt. For X9 Y g _R we put
JT#r iff p^X)Qip^Y) for every i e/. Then (.R, #) is a space of parallelism which is
called a product of spaces (Ri9 g|), iel. Projections pt (iel) are homomorphisms
and Q is obviously the largest relation in 2* such that Qt is homomorphism for every
iel.
Let S denote disjoint union of sets Ri9 i«e, S = U R't (iel) where R't =
» {(r, i)\re Rt). For Jf, r g S we put JTcr Y'iff there existsj € J such that J5f, r g R'j
and {r e Rj | (rf/) € JST} Qj{r e Rj | (r,j) e Y}. Then (S, cr) is a space of parallelism
which is called a coproduct of spaces (Ri9 Qt)9 ie I. If we put s&r) -= (r, i) far every
r 6 Rt we get a mapping of Rt into S, called injection. Clearly st: (Rt9 Qt) -• (S9 o)
and 0 is the smallest relation in 2 s such that ^ is a homomorphism for every i e J.

2. THE CATEGORY $ OF SPACES OF PARALLELISM
2.1. The spaces of parallelism with homomorphisms form a category where the
composition of morphisms is the usual composition of mappings. This category will
be called a category of spaces of parallelism and denoted by ^J.
It is obvious that null objects are one-element total spaces, conull object is the
empty discrete space and hence there are no zero objects in ^J. Also quite natural
are constructions of equalizers, coequalizers, pullbacks and pushouts in $.
2.2.1. Let f: (R9Q) - (P, n)9 g: (R9Q) -+ (P', n% Then f\g in $ iff it holds:
r9seR9f(r)~f(s)=>g(r)-g(s).
2. Letf. (R9 Q) - (P, n)9 g: (R'9 Q') - (P, n). Thenf\ gin^ ifff(R) a g(R').
Proof. Sufficiency of both conditions is obvious. To prove necessity we take
in 2.2.1. a discrete space ({x}9 Q) and put u(x) = r, v(x) = s. In 2.2.2. we take a total
space ({x9y}9 Q) and put u(p) == x for every peP and further we put v(p) « x for
every p ef(R)9 and v(p) =- y for every peP - f(R).
2.3. Let f: (R9 Q) --> (P, n). Then
l.fis a monomorphism in ^J ifff is a one-to-one mapping
2./is an epimorphism in $ ifff is an onto mapping.
Both assertions follow from 2.2. by putting g = 1K or g = 1F, respectively. Moreover, from 2.3. it follows that ^J is not a balanced category.
2.4. Letf: (R9 Q) -> (P, n). Then f is a strict monomorphism infyifff is an embedding
of (R9 Q) into (P, n). Consequently, f is an isomorphism in the category ty iff f is an
isomorphism.
Proof. I f / i s a strict monomorphism it is a one-to-one mapping, according
to 2.3.1. Let X9 Y s R such that/(X) nf(Y). Let S « f(R) and o be the restriction
of n on 2 s . By 2.2.2.9f \j wherej: (S9 a) -• (P, n) is the natural embedding and hence
there exists h: (S, o) -* (R9 Q) such that/o A « j. Obviously, it holds h(f(X)) Qh(f(Y)).
Since A is a bijection, we have h(f(X)) = X; h(f(Y)) « F and consequently XQY.
This shows that / i s an embedding.
Conversely, i f / i s an embedding of (R9 Q) into (P, ft) then/is a monomorphism
and if/J g where g: (R'9 Q') -* (P, n) then by 2.2.2. we have f(R) 2 g(J?'). Hence for
every r' € .R' there exists exactly one reR such that/(r) -= g(r'). If we put A(r') « r
we get A: (/?', G') -> (R9 Q) and / o A » g.
The second assertion follows immediately from the first one and from 2.2.2.
2.5. Let f: (R9 Q) -» (P, n). FAe/i / is a strict epimorphism in ty iff there, exists
a quotient space (0t9 Q) of the space (R9 Q) and an isomorphism g: (01, g) -> (P, n)
such that g o <p =- / wAere 9 denotes the canonical homomorphism of(R, Q) on (0t, g).
Proof. Let/be a strict epimorphism, let M be the partition of JR induced by the
mapping/and (01, Q) be the corresponding quotient spice. For an arbitrary 91 €01

we put g(9l) =/(a) where aeR such that q>(a) = 91. Clearly, g: (91, g) -* (/>, 7r)r
£ is an epimorphism and g o <p = / We have/t <p and hence there exists A: (P, n) ->
-* (^f> 5) such that A o / = <c». Since <t> is an epimorphism we get A o g =- 1^ afld
thus g is an isomorphism.
Conversely, let (91f g) be a quotient space of (Rf Q) and g: (01f g) ~* (Pf n) be an
isomorphism such that g o <p = / Then/is an epimorphism. Letfc:(J?, Q) -» (P', *0
a n d / f it. If for every 91 € 0t we put A(9t) = *(JC) where xeR such that <p(x) = %
then it is easy to show that A: (^, g) -+ (P',rc')>A o <p = /t and hencefc= (A o g~ l ) 0 /
This shows that/is a strict epimorphism.
2.6. £et/: (P, g) -• (P, 7r). Then f is an essential monomorphism in ^J iff either f is
an isomorphism orfis an embedding and P — f(R) = {t/} where u is the only universal
element of(Pfn).
Proof. If/is an essential monomorphism then it is also an embedding. Let S =
= f(R)f a be the restriction of n on 2 s and
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where w denotes a fixed universal element of (Sv, <TV). Then g: (P, n) -• (SUf <rv)f
g o/is a strict monomorphism and hence g is a strict monomorphism, i.e. an embedding. Thus either S = P and/is an isomorphism or P — S = {u} where u is the only
universal element of (P, 71).
To prove the converse is straightforward.
2.7. Definition. An extension (P, n) of the space (Rf Q) is called an essential
extension iff the natural embedding is an essential monomorphism. Further, (Rf Q)
is called a retract of an extension (P, n) iff the natural embedding is a coretraction.
2.8. Let (Rf Q) be a nonempty space of parallelism. Then the following statements
are equivalent.
(1) (Rf Q) has a universal element
(2) (Rf Q) is strictly infective in fJ
(3) (Rf Q) is a retract of every extension
(4) (& (?) has no proper essential extensions
Proof, (i) *» (2). Let u be a universal element of (Rf Q). Let/: (P, n) -> (R, Q)>
g: (P> n) -* (sf 0), g be a strict monomorphism. For an arbitrary s eJB we put
j*.\
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(2) ==> (3). Let (R> Q) be strictly injective and (P, n) be an arbitrary extension
of (R, Q). The natural embedding j : R -• P is a strict monomorphism and hence
there exists /*: (P, n) -* (J?, g) such that h ©j == 1R.
(3) => (4). If (P, n) is a proper essential extension of (R, Q) then by 2.6. we have
P - R = {w} where w is the only universal element of (P9 n). According to (3) there
exists/: (P, n) -• (R, Q) such that/of = lR where./ denotes the natural embedding.
Then f(u) is a universal element of (P, n) and f(u) *- u which is a contradiction.
(4)=>(1). (Rv,Qu) is clearly an essential extension of (R, Q). By (4) it holds
Rv = R and hence (R, Q) has a universal element.
2.9. Ler (J?, g) be a space of parallelism. Then
1. (R, Q) is injective in *P iff it is a total space
2. (R, Q) is projective in $ iff it is a discrete space.
Proof. 1. Let (R, Q) be a total space, let / : (P, n) -+ (R, Q)> g: (P, n) -> (S, <r),
g be a monomorphism. For s e g(P) there is x e P such that g(x) =- s. We then put
Ks) = /(*). For s e S - g(P) we put A(s) being an arbitrary element of JR. Then
h: (S, a)-• (jR,Q) and hog == / . Conversely, let (R,Q) be injective in ^J and not
a total space, i.e. there exist X, Y s R, Xnon QY. If we put t == 2* x 2* then from
injectivity of (R, Q) we get 1*: (R, x) -» (R, Q) which implies XQY, a contradiction.
2. Let (R9 Q) be projective in ty and not a discrete space. Then there exist X,Y g R,
XQY. If we put co = 0 then 1K: (i?, g) -> (R, Q)9 1R: (R, CD) ~+ (R9 Q), lR is an epimorphism and there is obviously no homomorphism of (JR, Q) into (R, co). The
converse is clear.
2.10. Let / # 0 and for every i e J let (Ri9 Qt) be a space of parallelism. If (R, Q)
denotes the product of spaces (Ri9 Qt), andp ( the projections then it is easy to show
that {pt: (R,Q)-*(Ri,Qi)}ui is the product of the family {(Ri9Qi)}tu in the
category ty.
Similarly, if (S9 o) denotes the coproduct of spaces (Ri9 gj), and st the injections
then {st: (Ri9 Qt) -» (S9 o)}iei is the coproduct of the family {(Ri9 Qd}ui in %
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